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Shailer Mathews To Give
Lecture Here On May 21
DEAN OF DIVINITY SCHOOL OF UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO TO BRING MESSAGE
IS DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR

Jesting Juniors
Celebrate Day

AND EDITOR WITH WIDE
EXPERIENCES
(Browne)
The College is fortunate in having
Dr. Shailer Mathews give an address
on the night*bf May 21. He is not
only a notable lecturer but a distinguished educator and editor as well.
Being a man of great experience who
has traveled widely and come in close
contact with the great men in the
religious and educational world of today he brings to his work a rich and
brilliant mind.
Dr. Mathews is dean of the Divinity School of the University of Chicago. When he became dean in 190K
he was already an eminent figure and
every year since then he has won new
honors and distinction. He attended
the Workl Conference of Protestant
Churchmen herd at Stockholm, Swe-'
den, last summer as a representative
/of American Protestantism. Today he
is accorded international recognition
and everywhere great consideration
is given his words regardless of whe^ ther he speaks on religious, sociological, or educational questions.

The juniors, sisters of the red-andwhitc lassies, yesterday made their
presence known on the campus by
having the jolliest, most jesting time
of their lives. All day long the yellow and white of the daisy girls was
to be seen. Caps in the class colors
identified the jesters.
The girls were out by six forty-five
forming a "J" oh the center rectangle. Nothing unusual happened at
breakfast or during the morning.
The yellow and white line followed
the student body into the assembly
to occupy "reserved seats." Activities increased as the day waxed. The
program included junior "Open
House."
Between four-thirty and
five-thirty the girls were at home to
their friends.

Dedication
To Miss Trappe, our Big Sister and
Dr. Wayland, our honorary member,
we, the class of '30 dedicate this issue of the Breeze.
Miss Trappe has certainly proven
to be a Big Sister to us as individuals
as well as a class.
She is always
ready to aid us when we need suggestions and is very willing to help carry out our plans. Miss Trappe will
always hold a big place in our hearts
as one who has safely guided us in
making the Freshman Class a success.
It would be impossible to state
just what Dr. Wayland means to us.
He is our sincere frieffd who has ever
been eager to aid in any way possible. He is an inspiration to us by
his cheery disposition and his interest in each individual of the class.
He makes us go forward, for we
know that he believes in us and
would be disappointed if we did not
succeed.

NUMBER 32.

"Carrie Comes To College" Put
On By Freshmen Is Big Hit
FRESHMEN DAY CLOSES WITH PRESENTATION OF
SNAPPY AND LIVELY COMEDY
- -®
COLLEGIATE DANCING AND SINGFirst Year Girls
WITTY LINES MAKES
Honor Students ING WITHPLAY
SUCCESS
(Smith)
It will be interesting to note how
many of the Fershmen were honor
students in, their respective high
schools. An incomplete record has
been secured which gives the names
of a part of those who were valedictorians or salutatoriaas of their high
school classes.
Those who were valedictorians are:
Mary Louise Blankenbaker, Madison
High School, Elizabeth Dixon, Port(Continued to Page 4, Column 1.)

BEST ROOMS RECEIVE
RECOGNITION RED AND WHITE
LIVELY COLORS

Emma Pettit and Adelia Krieger
won the first prize "for having the
most home-like room on the campus.
Dorothy Gibson, Elizabeth Miller,
An out-door supper at Bacon Hol- and Dot Lindgren have a similiar
low to tin' accompaniment of junior honor in having the most collegiate
The contest was put on, by
appetites was almost the climax of room.
the event, but not quite. The third tne Frances Sale Club during Better
yar hied themselves to the swim-' Homes Week.
Much interest was
mint' |)(.ol and whether or not they' ar",lsecl in tne K'r's who took extra
could all excel at the-watery sport jc:lr,! of th(-ir rooms and watched the
This season he is lecturing on "The tin y had the time of their lives.
daily visits of the judges with
Rising Generation and Its Moral
The pep and get-upness of the jun- thl,uehtful faces'
The results were
Task," "Evolution and Religion" and ionjww further shown in the snappy not knoWn untlJ the ^moon, Tues"Modern Morale in Modern Fiction." Kinfri they sang throughout the day. }day' that thn students ™™ at home
Whichever topic he chooses to pre- The success of such a class day was to "u* ""'ll,bers °* th« Acuity.
sent will be interesting because of due to the efforts of Virginia Turpin,' Honorable mention was- given to
the force, stimulation and intellect- president, W. Doan, business mana- °lni'r rooms. That of W. Doom and
uality that characterize his -lectures. yer, Bemice Wilkins, treasurer, Hel- Lorraine Gerttis in Ashby; and the

en Hochi; and Virginia Harvey, writ- one of Eugenia Beazley, Mildred Tyers of solids and to the jesting, jolly ler and Lucille Whitlock in the same
dormitory.
In Wellington Martha
jimiors themselves.
Derrick's and Eleanor Bestler's rece(Knight)
ived the mention. Bill Alphin,.Lucy
WHITE FELT HATS
Davis, and Mary Jane Newbill were
The Rev. Mr. J. J. Rives of the
TO BE WORN the champions in Shenandoah. ElizaHarrisonburg Episcopal church has
beth Armstrong anjd Bill Porter in
been giving a series of interesting
—(Kaminsky)-:
Spotswood
have a collegiate room,
p n n,nn
and instructive discussion lectures in |
'
y years it has been the
and Helen Goodson and Polly Vaden
nisl 111
regular Sunday Y. W. C. A,-SOT- j
" at H. T. C. for the entire
Sarah Ellen
vices-. He gave a general outline 'of 'student body, with the exception of have one in Sheldon.
tho
Bowers
and
Catherine
Guthrie
receivhis plan on April 24th. It was then j
seniors, to be dressed in white at
ed
mention
for
a
home-like
room—in
thai he told the girls to either write j commencement.
Previous to this
Spotswood also. The home-like rooms
down or tell him of questions that year the hats worn by the students
tA Sheldon are that of the Bullifant
had been arroused in their study of were made of organdy. This year it
sisters
and that of Marjorie Ober awl
has been voted that felt hats be
the Bible.
EntftM
Wiivn. In Alumnae Mary ElOn May 1st Rev. Rivos helped to worn. The shapes are to be ordered len Fray and Hilda Blue have a "honsolve some of the questions which the j for a very small sum and shall be fit- orable mention" room as do Miss
I ted and trimmed by the girls.
girls had offered. He said of dancThe hats will be of great service Crubb, Elsie Profntt, and Louise
ing that things which help people
Snead.
are always good, however, if there U | to the girls during the coming
Those used before were
.
any tendency to lead to the less de- ! months.
"Let me see," mused the perfect
'good
only
for
commencement. .The
sirable side of life that thing should
I students were anxiously looking tor- Freshman, "which shall I join, Cotilbe eliminated.
Ward to participation in the great lion Club or would 1 rather be a
(Continued to Page 4, Column 2.) I fun of making felt hats.
StrHtford?"

MR. RIVES LEADS
DISCUSSION GROUPS

Today, May 14, has been one glorious carefree, beautiful day.
This,
out of all the days of the school year
has been given over entirely to the
Freshmen to do with as they please.
It has been literally a red letter day.
Bright and early this morning the entire class was arrayed in shining
white, and stood in the formation of
the IHIICI- F, on the eampug as the upper classmen came to breakfast. Each
girl wore a red rosebud, the symbol
of characteristic Freshman courage.
Unusual class spirit was shown on the
athletic field as the classes competed
in the field day events, and the
cheer leaders had no trouble directing the ready cheers from the enthusiastic crowd of Freshmen.
Groups
of white clad class members gathered
about on the campus and gave yells
and sang the loved class songs.
Af dinner, four Freshmen daintily
ciad brought kisses, wrapped in the
red and white, advertising the entertainment that went over as such a
great success. Baskets made in the
class colors held sweets for every student body member, and either the
sweets in the baskets or the sweets
with the baskets drew the great
crowd to see the entertainment.

STRATFORDS ARE ENTERTAINED
Last Saturday afternoon Miss Hudson entertained the Stratford Dramatic Club at luncheon in the College
Tea Room. Mrs. Varner, Mrs. Garber. Miss Hoffman, aind Mr. and Mrs.
Johnston were among the guests.
A delicious luncheon was served.
Lovely little corsages of lilies-of-thevalley were the favors.

(Linewaaver)
Tonight at eight o'clock an eager,
expectant audience, ushers running
here and there seating the final
guest, now and then a sign of life
back stage, then—a tense silence,
followed by a blast of syncopation,
accompanied by the pulling of the
curtains and the show was on. There
followed the fastest, most entertaining hour and a half that an H. T. C.
audience has experienced for many a
day. Collegiate dancing and singing
choruses, witty, amusing lines, snappy
music, well rendered solos, and clever
acting characterized the performance
from start to finish. Thus progressed the annual Freshman production
—this time a musical comedy, "Carrie Comes to College."
Getting off with a flying start in
the opening chorus the show never
lagged for one minute. Bright sparkling comedy with an interweaving of
mystery surrounding the identity of
Tommy. Bobbie, Carrie, and Madam
Louise made for a clever, entertaining plot. Constant disagreeing and
contention between Bobby, the spitlire, and serious, profound Tommy
held the interest of everyone, while
at the same time the circumstances
were often mirth producing. Spencer the spendthdift and hero of the
play was the center of- the whole plot
in that his liabilities were always
greater than his assets. Happy-golucky Fred, with his wise cracks,
Porky, who lived up to all that his
name implied and Joe, the typical
money-loving Jew also contributed to
the comical side of the play.
Balancing the comedy were Ma
Perkins, mother to them all. Madam
Louise, the French teacher, Carrie,
the adorable little heroine who instantly won the admiration off all
and Hiram Goodnow, Spencer's father. These characters together with
the dancing and singing choruses
carried the play through to a whirlfinish.
This production with the unique
Breeze publication from a fitting
close to Freshman Day!
CAST
Carrie
Lillian Berry
Spencer
Phyllis Palmer
B>bby
Virginia Curtis
Tommy
Janet Biedler
(Continued to Page 4, Column 1.)

First Year Class Rates High In Freshman English
(Smith)
An effort was made to secure data
that would compare the percentile
of the present Freshman class in
Freshman English with the percent
of last year's freshman class. Such
a comparison could not be accurately
made, due to the fact that the members of last year's special English
classes were solely those who were
not excused from the extra work,
having failed to make a satisfactory
average on the cross English test.
Those of the present class who are
taking special wprk are those who
have made E's and F's on the quarter's work, which fact establishes the

c'ass as a kind of hospital class, whose to the pibsent. No absolutely accuduty it is to give special training to rate comparison can be made even
those who are exceptionally weak in with this data, since the two classes
English.
vary in membership. As a general
At the beginning of the third quar- statement, it may be said that there
ter of last year there were 99 who is a much smaller percent of the preswere not excused from the course, ent class taking English course thai*
with nn addition of ten new students last year.
who were advised to take the course.
An interesting study of the relative
At the beginning of the present quar- standing of the various schools and
ter there were 40 who made E's or F's colleges in Virginia, concerns the
On their English work in the previous English records in the cross test, was
quarter* 18 hang-overs from the made by Mr. Sidney B. Hall, State
preceding year, and 9 new students. Supervisor of Secondary Education in
As a summary, there are, at presenlt, Virginia. The standard Cross test
07 freshmen taking the special Eng- was given to the four Teachers Collish course against the 109 in last l leges, V. M. I., William and Mary,
year'j class at the time corresponding 'and the University of Virginia. The

median score of the entire group was
140. Harrisonburg Freshmen ranked
second to William and Mary girls
only, comparing the lowest four percent and again in the comparison of
the upper four percenlt was she scored by the W. and M. girls. The results of this test represent not the instruction of the various colleges, but
the thoroughness or laxity of training in the numerous high schools
from which the schools drew the student bodies.
If Harrisonburg has
been fortunate in securing freshmen
that are especially strong in English
one will naturally conclude that
when the same tent was given in February, with the careful instruction

offered by English instructors, that
the results would be relative improvement and a relative higher
standing that the fall tests proved.
No pub ication of such data has been
secured.
The median ini the fall
tests stood at 135 points. When the
same test, or practically the same,
was again given to the present freshman class, it was found that an aver
rage improvement of 10 points was
gained over the former one. It will
be interesting tb know just how the
other colleges rate, and Just what improvement they have made on the
same test, given at the same intervals.
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A CAREER

There are lots of rats I'd like
to catch but none of these red
and white ones.

She.: Oh, I hate you.
He: Why?
She: Oh, because I love you.
Poet1. My girl said th^ last poem
of mine caused her heart to miss a
beat.
Editor: Then we can't use it. We
can't print anything that will interfere with our circulation.

Back in the past, dim or immediate, every girl in this College thought
Martha Spencer: We'll be friends
of something that she named "career. " The movement of that idea, the
to
the end.
development of one ambition is the cause of her being here now.
Most
Virginia
Curtis. Lend my ten.
everyone came here with the desire of some day being a teacher.
There
Martha: That's the end.
are a very few who get so engrossed with "college life they lose sight of
what they came for. There are some whb become interested in other
Betty Bracey: Nancy, what course
things; who decide that they are better suited for. another line of work. If
a teachers college helps a girl find her work it has performed as great a are you taking this year?
service as it does in fitting another .tp teach.
Nancy McCaleb: Oh, I'm taking my
As Freshmen most of us still have the idea of teaching because we wat t time.
to do that. It may be thait in the course of the time we are in this school
In these days of sincerity it's easy
we may find that the teaching profession is the real job for us.
We may
discover another vocation more to our cababilities. During that time we to tell, how one girl detests another
will probably lose our illusions about the "wonderful, career" but in its by the way she says "honey."
place we will find an ideal service. With the courage of the red and white
Othelda likes animals—particularthe Freshman class moves on to find its share of work and play.
1"
ly frogs—and fried chicken.

TRADITIONS

When is a girl happy?
When she has so many frocks she
can't decide which one to wear.

(Smith)
Many schools have built certain treasured traditions and time-honored
Rose: That's funny.
customs that cause its students to love them for these very facts, if not for
Stribbie: What?
its present standing. There were no such traditions that make you decide
Rose: Oh! I was just thinking.
to come to Harrisonburg instead of some other college, for our school has
little outside reputation that it has worked up in its short life, little exStribbie: Ha, Ha, that is funny.
cept its very newness to persuade high school graduates "to select this in
perference to others. The college is young. What an inspiring thought!
Senior: These Freshmen are not
If has accumulated no traditions in its short life, but have you stopped to what they used to be.
think that at the very moment tradition)* that will outlive the present
Cynic: No, they used to be childstudent body are in the process of being made? Each day makes more pro- ren.
nounced certain customs, certain conventional proceedings that will, in
time, come to be honored and handed down from student body to student
Miss Whittlinger:1 Which travel the
body—traditions that are growing, while Harrisonburg grows older.
Fastest—heat or cold?
Each class has its distinct part to play in building these traditions.
Tuck: Heat.
The seniors have gone through each of the four years' work building—
Miss Whittlinger: What makes
character buliding, and institution building. What class could have a you think so.
more important rolie tfl play than the present freshman class? What an
Tuck,: Because one can catch cold.
oroaid to success, and every day an opportunity to weave the stories that
will characterize the school. Little by little, day by day we mould the
(ietting the baby to sleep is hardfuture of oufTchool.
* "*
. .„
est when she is—about eighteen
Are the.traditions we are founding worthy of our ideals?
years old—a freshman—and home
for a holiday.

IN THE FALL AND IN THE SPRING
He: Dearest, 1 love you and want
(Knight)
you for my wife.
In the fall several hundred new-comers usually dot the campus. They
She: Heavens, I didn't know you
are like the last shots of autum, full of color and vivacity. Anxious to had a wife.
venture'far in the vast unknown of this c,urious place.
As winter comes the colors fade to a duller monoton^; now and then
a gleam of the old fall hues peeps out, but these adventures are only occasional

My, but Mary is self-important.
How so?
She even thinks the ocean is waving at her.

Then spring manifests itself and little buds begin to embark upon
their journey with old father time. Some of these infants become blosMary Virginia Compher: I've just
soms strong, sturdy, and full of life, and fragrance, possessing a kind of
made the cutest dress, with tight
persona'ity. Other blossom, but when (he chill north winds carry Jack
skirt and full waist.
Frost down on a visit, they cuddle too close in his icy arms and are crushed
until they droup and die. Myrads of the buds turn to tender leaves which
Chaperone: You should have the
foster their and make a foundation* a background of varying shades for
light
on in there, children.
You'll
the brilliant tinctures of the blossoms.
strain your eyes trying to read in the
June approaches finding that nature has divided all her children into dark.
croups. One is the dull, rich green of the sturdy worker, another the more!
vivid greens of the younger, more curious children. Another group
He:-Are you a Freshman?
which "lie is often proi V to forget is the little shoots which are still brown. I She: (wearing, "1 am Fresh") No,
lluy are the ones who fear to tread out of their tiny se'ives lest some dread i just wear the sign because it's beuioiister crush them under foot. Then last are the tiny nubbins which coming.
hold high their heads in hopes of being the full brown Bruit of the coming
l.i 11 the Sophomores of '28.

CALENDAR
VASSAR COMPANY PRODUCES "URFAUST"
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aged by students.
Goethe's "Urfaust," a fragmentary
version of "Faust" containing its
I'oughkeepsie, New York (By New in >st dramatic scenes is given this
Student Service)—Philaletheis is the year.
The play is noteworthy in
name of the Vassar Dramatic Assothat
it
was
translated into the Engciation, a thriving extra-curricular
organization. During the year it. lish by a Vassar student, Miss Mary
produces three plays, one just before Lillie. Grist, the college literary
Christmas vacation, one in March and magazine published the translation
the third in May in the outdoor the- last month.
atre.
"The Arrow Maker" a drama of
Lights, scenery, costumes and dir- American Indian life by Mary Austin
ection of plays given by the Phila- was given .at the outdoor theatre last
letheis Association are entirely man- May. (New student, June 2, 1926.)

Sunday, May 15—Regular Sunday School and church services.
Y. W. C. A. services after
dinner.
Thursday, May 19—High School
Play, "That's ,Tliat," New
Virginia Theater—8 p. m.
"Little Lord Faunt'eroy,"
Walter Reed Hall, 8 p. m.
Saturday, May 21—Pi Kappa
Omega banquet, Blue Stone
Dining Hall
Lecture by Shailer Mathews,
Walter Reed Hall

Dear Editor:
It is not my purpose to criticise the
methods of work and the plans of
those who have had far more experience, but there is one matter about
which 1 am sure all business managers of aM organisations will .agree
that change toward, improvement
could easily be made.
Whenever a Literary Society, a
class, or a club wishes to give a benefit picture show on the date given
them by the Dean of Women, it causes a great deal of trouble and much
worry.
It is not always passible to
find somcone-whose recommendation
is acceptabl'whO can recommend a
certain picture. Good pictures are
turned down because they have not
been seen by some faculty member
or some other reliable person on the
campus.
It is the purpose of this
letter to offer a suggestion that some
contract be drawn up with a reliable
producing company—one possibly,
that has furnished us with the finest
pictures during past years. This contract may bind the company to book
a certain or an approximate number
of good pictures for one year, or as
many years as the contractors deem
wise.
How do we know they will
send us good pictures? It is the understanding of the writer that there
is on the campus a committee of entertainment made up of faculty and
student body members. Though it
is not certain that this committee
functions at present, such a committee could be responsible for the quality of the productions through business relations with the company, or
through personal inquiries, before
the contract is made.
Such a plan, well carried out would
abolish all, or a great deal. of the
trouble caused by the present plan.
Harmonizing details would follow.
Do I voice the opinion of the student body?
I am Concerned.

AUNT PRUNELLA'S
CORNER
Dear Aunt Prunella, (alias Nancy
Mc.)
My roommate lias a terrible habit
of getting up at 5X50 and going out
at (> o'clock to study. What can I
do to sleep during the early hours?
Kvie Timberlake
Dear Kvie,
If you. will have your roommate
wear rubber soled shoes have Mr.
Knight oil the hinges on the door
and put cotton in your ears 1 think
you will not be disturbed.
Dear Aunt Prunjella,
Klsie Protlit has a dress which I am
crazy to wear. How can I make this
possible?
Stribbie Lottier
Put it in the laundry twice before
wearing. I'm sure it will fit.
Dear Aunt Prunella
My roommate has a silly habit of
snoring while others wish to sleep
peacefully.
I would like to stop
this without hurting her feelings.
How could I do so?
Mary Branch
Dear Mary,
If you will wait until your roommate is fast asleep and follow directions I am sure you will have no more
trouble.
First stick a pin in her
and find out if she is asleep or niot.
Next, fasten a clothes pin over her
nose so as to reverse her breathing
which will have an impediment in it
and there you are.
Dear Aunt Prunella,
The student council has a habit of
coming to oUr dormitory in the late
hours of the night and ringing the
door bell. This is naturally very annoying. How can we stop it?
Virginia Hughes
and
Myrtle Scott

WILL HAYS GIVE COLLEGE
LECTURES ON MOVIE
INDUSTRY

Dear Girls
If you will only place a coupte' of!
pillow cases on towels between the
ringer and the bell I'm sure it can't
Cambridge, Mass. (By New Student make any noise and you will not be
Service)—Not to be outdone by Col- bothered. I'll admit its very annoyumbia University, where a film school ingis contemplated, Harvard is going on
with her series of lectures in the
INVOCATION FOR SUNSHINE
Business School on the Motion Pic-'
ture industry.
' | Give me one smile, O distant sun!
On March 15 Will Hays ex-politi- One tender smile through the still,
cian, now president of the Motion
pure air,
Picture Producers and Distributors As e'er the green earth the robins
of America—in the headlines, "film
run,
czar"—discussed problems and poli-! As cattle are treading on pastures
cies of the film industry at Harvard's
rare.
Business School.
One smile on the green hills and budThe topic of censorship was, of, ding trees,
course, touched upon by Lecturer On the happy maidens, whose summer
Hays. "There has become prevalent
cares are fewest,
a certain type of book and play that And the white violet, that in the
deals in theme and situation with cerbreeze
tain topics which in previous years Nods gaily of her boauteious race the
were discussed only in whispers," he
newest.
said.
"We were determined that this Give us a few days in which the bee
prevalent,type of book and play Can murmur each hour that fills the
shou'd not become the prevalent
day,
type of motion pictures, and to pre- The grasshopper can chirp upon the
vent this set up 'the formula'."
verdant lea,
The "formula", it was disclosed, And man delight to linger in thy ray.
was this: Whenever a questionable
Just one capricious smile and we
book is offered a company it is refershall gladly share,
red to Mr. Hays' organization, which
The sunshine that you bring us rare.
represents 85 per cent of the producing element. If the s.i'jject\ matter
is decreed "inadvisable" all member FLOATING UNIVERSITY COMPLETES GLOBE-CIRCLING TOUR
companies are notified, in order that
they may have an < pportunity la
N'ew York (By New Student Service)
"avoid" picturizali'in if the play,
to leading colVges and universities —On May 3, S. S. Ryndam the floatMeanwhile the search by College ing college, glided into a narrow slip
Humor, monthly anthology of cam- in the New York harbor while a Hopus wit, and First National Pictures, baken band played "Bright College
for likely college men for the movies Years. " Hundreds of parents crowded
the pier to welcome home the student
goes on.
body
that had studied and traveled on
Directors and camera men and
a
35,000
mile globe-encircling cruise
make-up men are being dispatched
since
September
25th last. One imto leading colleges and universities
to study present day collegians, and ported examination had to be given
to make screen tests of the most pro- before the 450 students left their
aquatic campus. A small army of cusmising ones.
toms officers was on hand to examine
Here's to the red and white.
the students, and they found it no
easy job. The students came home
R-A-T, but that's all right.
leden with trophiesc souveniors from
all parts of the world ranging from
Irene R..: Will you have pie, sir?
Egyptian lizards to Siamese turtles.
Mr. Logan: Is it customary?
Irene: No, it's apple.

(Continued to page 3, Column 3.)
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CAMPUS DAY AT HONOLULU
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

P 0 R

(By New Student Service)—In no
other American University is there
a "Campus Day" celebration comparable to that recently held at the University of Hawaii. Typical of Hawaii
alone, of the island ancient traditions,
WHO IS SHE?
and Virginia Curtis find pleasure in
is the luau or grand feast which is
(Mercer)
sending the ball across the net, too.
the main evet of the day. Five tables
That athletic girl standing It remains to be seen who will chalVerona Hamilton) and Bill Thompson, were arranged .under tents, facing a down at the end of the hockey field? lenge Helen Wills.
GUESTS ON CAMPUS
Mary Geregie and Ed. Wilcox from platform where hula dancers and O, that is Evelyn Bowers. Yes, she
No, all Freshmen can not be stars
• Mrs". G. B. Minton, of Portsmouth
W. and L.
musical numbers enlivened the luau. is a Freshman. She can play hockey,
was the guest of her daughter this Mnyme Turner and Harry Shyderand And the lula:>— there was plenty cf too. Then, there's "Jimmie Knight. nor varsity players. It can be seen,
however, that Freshmen have played
week-end.
Florence Vaughan and James Jen- pork, kalua and lau-lau, plenty of If she used the stick when she attains
some part in this year's athletics.
Mary Greene had Mrs. W. J. Hays nings.
ponds of Miss Lydia Cox and Miss the title of schoolma'am as well as
May Day exercises, to attend.
fish, "nice fat mullets from the fish she uses it on the hockey field, it is
Mrs. Lou K. Brooking and Eliza
Doris Loo," sweet potatoes from the evident there will be a reign of ter- "BRING TROOPS AND WARWE'D
LIKE
TO
KNOWDavis came to see Eloise Nelson the
SHIPS HOME FROM NICARAMolokai farm of Prof. "Kahuna" ror.
6th and 8th of, May.
Wise,
also
"kulolb
haupeo
and
many
GUA" STUDENTS URGE
Since you are not acquainted with
(Biedler)
Evelyn Cheshire from Martinsville
other
delicacies.
Friends
of
the
school
Freshman
Athletics,
it
is
well
that
How much is a Newbill wroth?
visited Lucy and Bill the same day.
dlonated liberadly to this feast, the you should have an idea of who's New York (By New Student SerWhat can Blanche Cook?
From Dayton, Louise Miller came
student paper announced. Senator who. There is "that freshman en- vice)—Over fifteen, hundred students
l-'Mm where is Ruby Hale?
with Louise Moseley to stay,
Francis Brown has kicked in with 100 ter", "Quizzy". By her height as of Columbia University, Barnard ColYVnat made Mildred Hanger?
While to see Ester Smith, Mrs.
pounds of fish . . . Senator Rice of well as her playing is she known. If lege and associated Graduate Schools,
How much does Ann Way?
William hya'll came from Florida,
Maui who will push through the leg- Esther Smith guards a secret as well have signed a petition to President
What did Clara Baldwin?
far away,
islation for a new gymnasium, hasi as she guards an opponent, there will Coolidge urging the withdrawal of
What did Betty. Bracey?
Katherine Manor, from North Mt.
sent over a 200 pound hog, while Sen-1 be always one secret. What would United States troops from Nicaragua.
What fort does lren|e Garrison?
had two guests, Miss Hilda Lingamator George Coke from his Molakai the basket ball squad be without The following petition is being cirDid the sun make Edna Brown?
feeber and Mrs. C. W. Hess.
ranjch has matched this pork with a these two and • Gladstone, Vaughan, culated about the Columbia campus
Whom does Jimmy Knight?
Ruby Hale had a huge surprise the
by a group of students interested in
210 pounder. "
Vincent, Altizer, and Garrison?
7th of May when her Mother and From what tree comes Catherine
mobilizing
student opinion in support
Visitors
thronged
over
the
UniverAnother
phase
of
which
we
are
esBranch?
Raymond came this way.
of Nicarauga sovereignty.
sity
grounds
at
this
celebration,
the
pecially
proud
is
our
life-saving.
What kind of a poor fish is "Dot"
chief object of campus day being to Those girls wearing emblems are To the President:
Hearring?
Seen through Alumnae Hall winacquant the public with the work of Annia Proctor, Lucy Taylor, and Ann Since the presence of American
What does Margaret Hunt?
dow last week-end:
university.
Garrett. We notice Turner, Vincnt. troops and warships in Nicaragua is
What makes Virginia Little?
Geneveve Clevenger with Hugh HawThe University of Hawaii is now Venable, Garrison, Morgan, and the attempt of a strong nation to inHas
every
house
a
basement
Anne
kins,
nineteen years* old. It is one huge others are distinguishing themselves terfere in the internal affairs of a
Garrett?
Lillian Derry with Miloy Dingledine.',..,,,. ,. ', ,
cosmopoJiitan
club, having students as mermaids. It is hoped that even weaker and has aroused the resentRebecca Emory with Harry Manning. I ^^ °' * ■* d°eS H°UnSheU of all varieties of color and race. more will frequent the pool when the ment of all Latin-America against
Parepa Smith with Nelson Funkhou-[wha, „„ NeweU Dunn?
Practically every country bordering Freshman swimming class is organiz- our country, wo the undersigned stuon the Pacific is represented at this ed.
dents of Columbia University, protest
Virginia Adams with Jones Showal- K^f
^Z """'..
A
The tennis courts form am attrac- against this infringment of the sovtej.
' what meal is "Beverage" served? island university.
tion for some who like to spend their ereign rights and liberties of NicaElsie Greybill with Frank McCormick. j SK/El
T^L"*
52?
*
*!*
(Continued
from
Page
2,
Column
5.)
leisure
moments in this way. Othelda rauga by the United States. We urge
m Noland make a
Ethel Crawn with B.
B F.
K Shnw^L
e°°d sa»lor?
Showalter. ™°
Mitchell
can be found most any time. the withdrawal of American marines
On|e
student
had
Collected,
9,000
Alice Bartlette with Erwin Gibson II iw many NickolJs make a dollar?
Margaret
Birsch, Virginia Hughes, from Nicarauga territory and the fair
•oins.
An
exploring
reporter
discoverWhat kind of bread did Mary Louise
from V. P. I.
and amicable settlement of all differj ed that "enough exotic junk was left
Blankenbakcr?
Suella Reynolds with J. Tutwiler,
*******
ences
existing between the two coun0
the floors of the
Did
Lucille
Hunter
in
the
Wood-' " .
stateroom to
Mary Lou Venable with Captain Bevtries.
I
equip
a
small
museum.
house?
I Comfortable rooms for
erly from A. M. A.
Does
"Bee" Bell ring?
,Lucy Davis with Louis Hedrick,
college guests
^»**********************
••♦*»#4HHHHHHMMHMf#»1HHHHHf»
Gertrude Younger with George Talia- Is Gertrude a.heavy Drinker?
and
meals
at
WILLIAMSON'S PHARMACY !
What was Rose Hogge when she was
KODAKS
ferro,
little?
The Rexall Si5 tire
The best line of toilet goods
Ruth Nickell with R. Lambert,
*#*##***#***********##****
-Inline Vndon with. Lrcmnnl Borland Why doesn't Mjss Turner make QuiFinishing
on the market.
senberry pie?
/ from W. and L.
L. H. OTT DRUG CO. | Mr. Irish: I suppose you have done
Prices right
Virginia Boggs with Joe Oltifer from Is it true that we-are Allgood?
What
kind
of
man
is
a
Chapman?
some
good
act
today,
little
men.
^♦a*******************^*;
W. and L.
*********HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH»#«
Where did Grace Wade?
Jimmie G.: Yep, two good acts.
Gladys Shawen and Albgrt Myers.
Would
Mr.
Chappelear
dissect
FranMr.
Irish:
Two
good
acts?
"What's a valcano"
Brooks S—I wonder why my girl
Thelma Whitmer and J. Uinker from
ces Bugg?
closes her eyes when I start to kiss Jimmie: Yep, a cartwheel and a
Woodstock,
"A high mountain that keeps on
somersault.
her!
interrupting."
Eila Watts and William Parker from What makes Gertrude Green?
When was Poland-dismembered?
U. Va.
Charlie C—Look in the mirror and
Helen Jones and Ed Miller,
<HHHMHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHI» HHHHHHHHHi «»*»*«***********»»
find out.—Old Gold and Black.
It takes more than a rainy day to
Bess Cowling and Fred Switzer,
<HHW*#*#****#******#1HHHHHf
Anne Garrett and V. C. Austin from dampen the spirits of the first year
folks.
Red
and
white
will
not
fade
U. Va.
Southern Cooked Meals "
around here.
and Lunches
Peggy Sexton and George Robertson
Pretty shoes make pretty feet.
Served at
from U. Va.
Our
shoes are leaders in style
Worry
less
and
work
more,
THE
BLUE
CUPBOARD
Martha Spencer an|d Geo. Hanniah
and fashion yet not high in
Ride less and walk more,
15 E. Marekt St.
from U. Va.
price. See them in the big store
Frown less and smile more,
- Harrisonburg,
Virginia ,
Gertrude Stuart and Byron Pharos,
on the hill.
Eat
less
and
chew
more,
**^<HHH»##****#**********
Mildred Alphin and Blake Kidd,
Preach
less,
and
practice
more.
Helen Goodson and Yancey LineweaSarah Liz—I called on my Grand—Anon
* ver,
'^Diamond
mother while I was in Richmond.
Pauline Vaden and S. Pugh,
Opposite
Post Office
Next to Hotel
*************************
Evelyn S—And how did you find
Elsie Davis and Harry Martin from
her:
•»#»****»**»**«-IHimm,,intt)HHHM,M,1,M|,|||n(#j|
W. and L.
Sarah Liz-Why, I knew where she
Edna Griffin and Loyd Gibson,
lived.
Anna Charles and Joe Altafer,
Women's faults are many,
Helen Jones—Do you use toothStribbling Lottier and Harry SimpMen have only two—
Job
and
Commercial
paste?
kins,
Everything they,say
Elizabeth Knight—Gracious no!
Rebecca Holmes and Preston Howard,
And everything they do.
JUST THINK
None of my teeth are loose.
Mildred Wade and Bill Schiedncr,
For ciean food and quick serMargaret Hunt and Charles Gentry,
vice
stop at the Candyland. We
Veta Draper and F. O. Fagan from
PHONE 89
Roanoke,
have all kinds of toasted sand*
wiches -10 cents and up.
Ruby Trussell and Logan Gschiffeley,
Dayton,
Virginia
Frances Parkerson and Bill Drake
We serve light lunches and the
fl NATIONWIDE
from Leesburg,
best coffee in town. Home made
INSTITUTION'
**##********#*****#**** »**
candies and ice cream.
***#*#*##****************«
"Jones is very kind-hearted to aniA trial will convince you.
Phone 256 L
56 S. Main St.
mals. "
HIGH CLASS STATIONERY
72 S. Main St.
Blank Books and Office
"That so?"
Equipments
"Yes. When he found the cat sleep- ****«*###************####*
NICHOLAS BOOK COMPANY
ing in his coal bin he ordered a ton
Fount. Pens Ever Sharp Pencils ]
It's one thing to know your cost
of so'f coal. "—Old Gold and Black.
**#*#**#*##***#**********#
and another thing to get it.

SO^I/^C

JILMS |

Blue Bird Tea Room

PRETTY SHOES!

B. Ney & Sons

The Shenandoah Press

J*************************

Printers

j*****************,^*************************,*^****

•DEPARTMENT STORES

Silk Hose Value

Waiter—"What's your order, sir?" **************************
First College Man—"A demi-tasse,
S. T. C.
| please."
Waiter—"And yours?"
pins, rings & novelties in sil' Second Dumb-Bell—"I'll take the
ver, filled & gold.
same thing and a cup of coffee.—
Guaranteed repair work a
It*************************
specialty.
JUST ARRIVED
The very newest hats in combination* of silk, metallc, and
straw, at
Court Square
L. H. GARY'S 72 Court Square
•########*#####**#*#****** *******###*#*#*###*#####*$

D. C. DEVIER & SONS

J^***********************

Buying for cash the millions of pairs our 773 busy stores sell,
we are able to give unusual value. Silk beyond the knee.

VICTOR MACHINES j

Our 449

for rent

Our 445

COLLEGE GIRLS

Full fashioned, fine gauge,
extra weight very low
priced at

Full fashioned with a strand
of fibre added for
weight,

VALLEY BOOK SHOP

Pair $1.49

Pair 98 cents

to

128 South Main Street

Harrisonburg, Va.
'««»"

«mi»?

—

Harrisonburg's Busiest Store
■
***************

„t;

r
TBtt
DH>¥OtfKNOW
THAT
Here are more homes offered tea
homeless children in Maw York tow
than there are homeless children to
(ill the vacancies?
The wonderful but common substance-' asbestos, which seems to test
forever, vrm known- and" revered' by
the ancients as a product of magic
and mystery?
'f"
There is ft great n|eetl of more
homes for the aged m New York
City?

ASK ME ANOTHER
Supfosej a man marries his first
wife's ste»-sister's- a»nt, what relation is he to her?
Who composed Humeresque?
Who were the Argonants?
How long was the great wall of
China originally?
How do holes get in Macaroni?
Are the president and Ms wife
guarded1 everywhere they go?'
For wbnt is the eity of Dresden
famous?
Wfto fe the chief justice of the
United States Supreme Court?
What was the name of Robert Fulton's first steamship?
Wh* wrote "Show Boat"?

MAY 14,1927

BMBKZE

THE TRADE WIND

STAR DUST?

FACETIOUS FISH

Who wants to go to Hollywood and
A sea story of a great grandfather! Goldfish are noisy creatures, as
be
a. star in the movies?
One at a
never
ending
of Commador* John Rogers of the they keep up their
time,
please,
for
this
oiler
is
open onUnited States frigate Constitution swimming in a glass bowl.
ly to the so-called "strongeV sex.
them
swam
in
front
of
the
microIBIS won the prtae of $2»«»« offered
None but shieks and ApolaM may apby Little, Broww and Cov for the phone at station WRNY, the Rbos- ply. Any one interested in that bird
book moat suitable for inclusion in yelt Hotel, New York recently and we call the "shiek'' may read on.
their sene* "The Beacon Hill Book- the noise of their swimming ampliThe dignified editor of this publishelf for Boys and Girls." The win- fied 10,000,000 times, sounded to the
cation bos bet* the puzzled and
radio
audience
like
the
drumming
of
ning story, "The Trade Wind", by
ainused recipient of advertising maCornelia Meig3 of Keoduk, Iowa, has the hoofs of a horse cm a hard road. terial from the College Humor for
The beating of a man's heart was
been chosen, from nearly 400 manuliike
the thump of a ship's engine s ime time. These letters have been
scripts submitted in the contest. The
beseeching the college to enter the
addition to the priae of $2,000, Miss while the ticking of a watch sounded mainline phisages in the great pulsimilar
to
the
crashing
of
a
compressMeigs will receive the royalties on its
chritude and personality contest consale when it is , published in book ed air drill.
Weird noises were produced by the ducted by that organization.
form.
It is to be regretted that no ono is
"The Trade Wind" is the story of breaking of a match, the striking of
eligible
to enter the coutest.
The
a boy in the period just before the a safety match, and the tying of a wonder is that they persist in sendRevolution who, shipped as a super- -knot in the length of a rope
ing the circulars.
Is it to attract
cargo to continue* his. missing father's
Feminine attention to the new costellefforts in behalf of the colonists.
MR. LISTER
ations which are going to appear in
Misa Meigs, who was born in Rocki
moviedom soon?
Ijondon recently celebrated the
Island, ill.. is a graduate of Bryn
Mawr.College. 1908. She is a teach- centinary of the birth of Joseph Liser of English in St. Katherine's ter, one of the world's benefactors. NEW YORKER WINS PRIZE
Lister was the discoverer of antis-'
Sclxaol, Davenport Iowa, and has
Hurrah for youth! May it ever
He is the man. who
published several volumes of adven- eptic surgery
made surgery safe or, at least, Stop-: conqjwr old traditions and prejudices
"tim, &t0TUiii
ped it from being generally fatal, [and come to the fore with such sueAfter this discovery, operations fss as that of a young New Yorker
UNMASKED MAGIC
could be performed without pain to 'recently.
1
The $10,000 prize for the best short
Sixteen, large packing cases iust re- the patient, and the surgeon had the
advantage
of
taking
more
time
and
story,
novelette, or novel submitted
ceived at the Library of Congress
contain tlie two collections bequeath- precautions. But in spite of this a'to the College Humor and First Nated to that institution of Houdini, the Mge proportion of the patients died''""*! Pictures was won by a young
magican, "handcuff king." conjurer'.of aeptfc poisoning,
f8cw Yorker- Corne11 Woolrich. just
and possessor of a thousand tricks.
JI10 young surgeon at Glasgow saw twenty-one.
The collections include 1.727 books, ltt (Ulce that the sepsis and suppura-1 Younkr Woodrich's novel is entitlpamphlets and periodicals on magic rion of wounds after an operation ed "Children of the Ritz". It will
and 3,420 on physical research. There sprang from the some source.
He appear in magazines, as a book, and
are also numerous manuscripts and needed something to kill those organ- in the movies soon.
The successful young, author says,
posters and 126 scrapbooks contain- isms which would not, at the same
"There's
absolutely nothing else, exing newspaper clippings dealing with time., harm the jeman tissue.
He
cept
that
writing is most important
Houdiai.
Documents and publica- found it in carbolic acid, which has
tions expose many of the fraudulent been used with such good effect in and wonderful thinfc in the world."

There is a movement on loot ail
over the United States for the presnservation of rare species of wild TOUCHES IN TAPESTRIES
flowers in this country? That OIK
beautiful wiW. plants are disappearA colorful collection of skirts—
ing rapidly before the ravage* oi fire once worn by the peasant women of
and motorists?
old France—has iust completed the
long, long jpurncy to twentieth cenNitroge4v-uxa.tio» plants, the great- tury New York.
st weapon ia the time of war, a very
This type of skirt was at its height
valuable asset at any time, are rapid- fin the eighteenth century. Even inly growing in, Germany?
creasing numbers of the gaily colored
prints were imported from the East
Steps have been taken by the col- So many, in fact, that the weavers, of
lectors of custom to curb the impor- Lyons found that the demand for the
tation of firearms and machine guns home-woven garments was falling
into Chicago from abroad?
off alarmingly. They adapted their
product to the changing styles—to
prninsfietd, Conn, a town of 8,000 no avail.
. was without a single misdemeanor or
So they fell back on he sole saV
arrest during the month of April?
ration left them—they bounded together and strove for a national torThe reduction of a "Superflax-seed" biddance of the importation of cotton
now begun in, Ulster will make linen prints. The prohibition went into
as cheap as cotton?
effect. (But 'tis rumored that even
then a pretty penny was turned by
Men are gradually adopting silk,
those who bootlegged the foreign
feminine-Tike attire as women constuff in the country, i
tinue to dress more like the men?
The mure recent demand for these practices employed by mediums.
deodorizing sewage.
I
—
skirts has been caused by the current
The experiments were strictly sue_\n ounce of diamonds is worth a
Historic Fort Leavenworth was a
vogu* for decoration in the American
Philosophy of a Nice Girl After cessful ami since that day surgery pound of sentiment.
hundred years old last Sunday? It
Colonial and French provincial styles Reading "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" has been freed from its greatest terHnnettyj tea is the best policy.
was established May 8, 1827 for the
They now serve^-and serve admirable
A smile in time saves a formal in- ror and the hospital is no longer con- |£arly to bed and late to rise,
protection of the Santa Fe rail road,
—purposes for which they were never troduction.
sidered as the next thing to a morgue vVill make a girl healthy and wealthy
against the Indians?
If they're worth doing at all, they
intended. Their gay reds and yelThus humanity has been rescued
jf wjS(.,
Tliere is a eampnigni in Texas to
1 Hto) with daiaty scattered sprigs of are worth doing well.
from
such
suffering,
and
untimely
un-j
\ fair .exchange is good business,
free captive wild song birds; mocktiny flowers, make lovely coverings
necessary
death
by
this
deserving;
"Va. Reel"
ing birds, cardinals, Mexican doves
for pillows, sofas, and __ informal (Continued from Page 1, Column 5.) benefactor.
and other sweet songsters will soon
»*#***#**********#*♦###♦♦*
clairs. Now. as then, <rje call is for Fred
Ruby Hale ##*#**##***####*****#***** *
be given there freedom, providing
color. .
I Porky
Rose Hogge
that civilization is progressing?
There are large skirts and small Ma Jenkins
Lnda Malone
shirts, (milted by hand—with a price Sol Rosenbaum
Anne Berson
LILIAN GOCHENOUR *i **
Eight in every 1,000 girls between
ANITARY
range from seventy-four to fourty- izzie Rosciubaunm — Stribbit Lottier
lhe ages of l/i and l'J iu this country |
f..ur fifty. And modern laches who Hiram Goodnaw — Elizabeth Knight'
0DA
are Girl Scouts? There are 1,569
Milliner
quickly dispose of their slightly worn Gov. Thampson ..Helen Uneweaver
leaders m the activities in 43 differ.ANDWIGH
finery might well give heed to the Madam Louise
Frnaces Biedlen
ent slates.
Distinctive
Millinery
for
all
long and versatile lives of these old
IHOPPE
Chorus (Dancing)—Parepa Smith,
French, peasant skirts.
Peggy Sexton, Virginia Goodin, Mar-j
All sorts of hTowers natural and
Occasions
"Service With A Smile
tha Williams, Nancy McCaleb, Flo
otherwise- everywhere, in artificial
fCortrfnued from Page 1, Catalan I.) Vaughn, Anne Garret t, Mildred
gardens or in automobiles, are quite
When some one asked why Christ Brinklcy, Helen Jones, Virginia Char124 East Market St.
the rage in Paris?
had chosen Judas though he knew les, Martha Spencer, and Bernice
<HHHt»tH»HHHHHt*<MHHHHHHHHHH»
(Continued from Page 1, Column 4). the character of his disciples, Mr. Wilkins.
************************** . Sue Fossurd went to a «masquerade
Singing—Sis Garrison, Virginia
High School; Edna Brown, of Lincoln Rives answered, that Christ selected
Stella Pitts—I woke up this morn- ball and met her father there.
Turpin, Othelda Mitchell, Bess Cowlock High School; Doris Willey, his folliiweta to be typical of men.
ing and could not believe my uncle
Hullo, Dad, she said. How do you
The
other
questions
were
on
subling,
Mary
and
Helen
Turner,
Frances
Greatbridge High School; Blanche
had
died
and
left
me
a
thousand
dollike
my costume? I'm a salad.
Smith, Fineastu- High School; bla jects such as witchcraft, Evolution, Hodges, Betty Rufirman, and Evelyn
lars.
It's
nice, my dear, replied her faMorgan, Maury High School; Billie and the compaision of the Catholic Bowers.
Maggie
R.—Ah,
so
your
uncle
left
ther;
but
haven't you forgotten the
and
Protestant
Bibles.
Mr.
Rives
Rickman, Flee two* nl High School:
you
a
thousand?
dressing.
**************************
gave
many
helpful
suggestions
on
all
Gladys Grice; Gertrude Stuart. Mc—Ex.
Stella—No, 4t was a dream.
DoweP High School; Ethel Vernon, of these.
The general scheme omitted on
Critz High School; Kdith Click,
»**#***#tt###*#**#*#4HHHHHt**************«*******#«#*«f
B.ii.gewabei; and Grace Wade, Frank- Mother's Dap as Rev. Rives substi*
tuted his program with a talk on the
lin high School.
*
Welcome to Our Shoppe
Those who were salutatorians are: devotion, owed Mothers whose love
for
her
children
is
above
the
realm
Margi-i Weft Harris, uiburg High
V
Teachers and Students of
The Home Store
School; Malinda Maupin, CrotCt High of the physical world.
H.T. C.
Sclu I; Malde Sandridge, New Hope
Appreciates the splendid patronage it is receiving from the
MNNMHM
High Schoo'; Mary Yager Payne,
Ladies
Ready-to-Wear
M.iuiso.i High School: Louise Renalds.
girls at the State Teachers College.
GOLLFGE SHOP
crege svilleHigh School; Sis Copen-'Ex-frisive
We are putting in the newest things all the time and we will
haver. Kingsgmve High School; l-.lizaSilk hose, drugs, and good
1*
-»_
?*
beth Woods, Portlock High School;
^— •
be glad if you w/ill stop in when you are down town.
**##♦*#*#**♦#♦*#***#*#*##*
things to eat.
i. :i/aheth Jujnes. Hillsboro High
J. S. Fravel, Mgr.
School; Elisabeth Davis, Earlysville
He—Do you believe kissing is unHigh School; Audrey nines, Wake*
healthy?
w7rxTrTnT7rwwWirWifWinrifwwiriswinnrinrinn»
field High School; and Blanche Cook.
She—I couldn't say—I've never—
& Lambert—Have you heard the
Mr. Varner: Yous can't sleep in! Tom: What would you do to avoid
He—You've never been kissed?
multiplication song?
class.
fallihg hair?
She—I've never been sick.
M. Smith—No, what's the name?
Mary: I know it; I've been tiying
Die:1 You might try to jump out of
l-d. L.—"How Many Times"?
—Ex. to for half an hour.
the way.

I

RALPHS I

THE VENDA

Hi^g>^
TRY0UPPARCELP05T5ERVICE

pH0NE*74%#i65N.MArN5r,
Harrisonburg, Va.
Only the Freshman class of this
year is spellied with a capital letter.
**************

**************

THE DEAN STUDIO"

************************** *****************************************************

S. BLATT'S *

Newest and Latest in

Dry Cleaning and Dyeing

The most charming

PHOTOGRAPHS

V/orks

SUMMER SLIPPERS

We Can Please You

Harrisonbuig, Va.

$4.95 and $5.95

Phone 55

Joseph Ney & Sons

Lineweaver Brothers, he.

"The Sta-Klene Store"

You, too, can be fitted.

—DEALERS IN—

*****************************************************

—r

